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Changes in Surface Water Supply
Across Africa with Predicted
Climate Change
Maarten de Wit* and Jacek Stankiewicz

Across Africa, perennial drainage density as a function of mean annual rainfall defines three regimes
separated by threshold values of precipitation. This nonlinear response of drainage to rainfall will
most seriously affect regions in the intermediate, unstable regime. A 10% decrease in precipitation in
regions on the upper regime boundary (1000 millimeters per year) would reduce drainage by 17%,
whereas in regions receiving 500 millimeters per year, such a drop would cut 50% of surface
drainage. By using predicted precipitation changes, we calculate that a decrease in perennial drainage
will significantly affect present surface water access across 25% of Africa by the end of this century.

W
ater is essential to human survival,

and changes in its supply from over-

land flow can potentially have dev-

astating implications, particularly in Africa,

where much of the population relies on local

rivers for water. Future climate change poses

one of the greatest threats to poverty eradica-

tion on this continent, and related changes in

surface water supply will exacerbate this threat

(1). To predict future supply, it is necessary to

understand how the drainage relates to biolog-

ical, geological, and atmospheric parameters.

These form a highly complex system, but

simpler relationships can be identified within

it, in particular relating drainage to precipita-

tion. Even this relationship is nonlinear (2, 3).

Our detailed analysis of the African river sys-

tems identifies three climatic regimes. Areas re-

ceiving a low rainfall have virtually no perennial

drainage. Above a threshold rainfall, there exists

an intermediate range in which the drainage

density increases with increasing rainfall. This

regime can be termed Bunstable[: A change in

climate would directly result in a change in

surface water supply. This relationship is not in-

definite; in high-rainfall areas other factors, like

vegetation, begin to play a role, and a slight

decrease in drainage density with increasing

rainfall is observed. Here, we quantify how a

moderate but variable change in precipitation

across Africa by the second part of this cen-

tury, as predicted by an ensemble of global

climate-change models, would directly affect

African countries, 75% of which fall at least

partially into the unstable intermediate rainfall

regime.

Our studies make use of AEON_s Africa

Database (4). This geographic information sys-

tem (GIS) database includes all rivers and lakes

in Africa (Fig. 1), manually digitized from topo-

graphic maps of individual countries on the basis

of their own cadastral databases (figs. S1 to S4).

The average stream separation (ratio of land area

to total stream length) of the set is 15 km. This

corresponds to about 2 million km of digitized

rivers. Streams were checked against the 90-m

SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission)

digital elevation model (DEM) and were found

to be within 300 m from valleys seen on the

DEM. This uncertainty is two orders of mag-

nitude less than the resolution of the database.

All streams have also been classified as either

perennial or nonperennial (as defined on local

cadastral maps), and all river networks were

ordered according to theHorton-Strahler ordering

scheme (5). The database also includes climatic

conditions over the African continent, such as

seasonal rainfall and temperatures (6).

To understand the relationship between

rainfall and drainage in Africa, we did a con-

tinental scale analysis by subdividing Africa

into square blocks of 1000 km across Egiving
areas of 1,000,000 km2; smaller areas near the

coast were combined into bigger blocks (Fig. 1

inset)^. For each of the 37 blocks, we computed

the mean annual precipitation as well as the

perennial drainage density. This latter quantity

is the total perennial stream length per unit area.

The exact value of the total length, and thus of

the density, depends on the resolution of the map

fromwhich the streamswere obtained. There are

also many finer points of what exactly con-

stitutes a stream (2, 4, 7). For this reason, it is

meaningless to compare density values from

different studies on other continents, for exam-

ple, unless the same resolution and standardized

parameters are used. It is also important that these

parameters are constant throughout the analysis;

otherwise density variations could be observed

where none really exist. The plot of perennial

density as a function of mean annual precipitation

is shown in Fig. 2A. A similar regional analysis

was done for southern Africa (south of the

Zambezi river, Fig. 1). Here, 24 blocks 500 km

across were used (figs. S1 and S2), and the

observed results are shown in Fig. 2B.

From the plots in Fig. 2, perennial drainage

density as a function of mean annual rainfall

consists of regimes separated by threshold

values of precipitation. Areas receiving less

than 400 mm year–1 have almost no perennial

drainage (8). Above this threshold of È400 mm

year–1, the perennial drainage density initially

increases with increasing precipitation, but this

does not go on indefinitely. The next threshold

is defined statistically at È1000 mm year–1 (9).

We therefore propose a model for the rela-

tionship between mean annual precipitation and

perennial drainage that comprises three scaling

regimes separated by two thresholds. Areas re-

ceiving less than 400 mm year–1 have no pe-

rennial drainage, unless they are mountainous

regions conducive to runoff (8). Above that

threshold, density increases linearly with in-

creasing precipitation until another threshold of

È1000 mm year–1 is reached. Above that value,

the density decreases slightly with increasing

rainfall (8). We do not know whether there is
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another threshold and a fourth regime for even

higher rainfall, but the three-regime model

covers the precipitation range of Africa ade-

quately. Some implications of the model sum-

marized in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3A, whereas

Fig. 3B shows the distribution of the three

rainfall regimes across Africa. The dry regime

(marked in red) covers the largest area (41% of

the continent), but the intermediate regime

(marked in yellow; È25% of Africa) is of most

interest here, because this is where changes to

precipitation would result in serious changes in

drainage supply. Two densely populated regions

are of particular concern. First, southern Africa

is in a very disturbing situation. Most of it falls

into the unstable regime, and large sections of

the arid regime receive their only water from the

Orange River, with its sources in the unstable

areas. Second, most of East Africa is also in the

intermediate range, as are large sections of the

upper Nile.

With our model, we now attempt a predic-

tion of the perennial water supply across Africa

by the end of this century. That human impact

is a major driving force behind the climate

changes in the last century is accepted by most

scientists Esee, for example, (1, 10–12)^. Global
warming due to anthropogenic emission of green-

house gasses has received more attention from

scientists than can be referenced here. In a recent

presentation (13), Anthony Nyong said that

Africa risks bearing the brunt of this climate

change unless urgent action is taken now. He

estimated that by year 2050 rainfall in sub-

Saharan Africa could drop by 10%, leading to

major water shortages. A 10% decrease in pre-

cipitation in regions on the intermediate regime_s
upper boundary (1000mmyear–1) would reduce

drainage by 17%, whereas in regions receiving

500 to 600 mm year–1 such a drop would cut 50

to 30%, respectively, of surface drainage (Fig.

3A). However, a uniform climate change on a

continental scale is clearly a gross simplifica-

tion, and we use a more detailed future rainfall

estimate across Africa as summarized below.

We first make use of the results of the

climate change assessment project for Africa by

the Climate System Analysis Group (CSAG)

based in Cape Town, South Africa (14). This

group uses results from six global circulation

models (GCMs) to assess the projected changes

in mean annual rainfall across Africa for the

past three decades of the 21st century and to

downscale these to regional scales of relevance

(15, 16). The GCM simulations span the 20th

century with use of specified anthropogenic

forcing and continue through the 21st century

by using the special reports on emission sce-

narios (SRES) of increasing greenhouse gas

emissions (17). Detailed discussion of the con-

figuration of each model simulation is beyond

our scope, and the interested reader is referred

to the research groups responsible for each mod-

el (14, 18–24). We follow the example of the

CSAG by using the average forecast of these

models for Africa and the range covered by the

models as a measure of uncertainty. In addition,

we compare these forecasts to a composite en-

semble of African precipitation models for the

period 2070 to 2099, derived from 21 fully

coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs listed by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) (24–26).

One input parameter used in all the models

that will be mentioned is the anthropogenic

Fig. 1. Major river basins in Africa, selected from the AEON Africa Database. This is not the full
resolution of the database. More detailed examples can be viewed in figs. S1 to S4. (Inset) 37 Africa-
wide blocks (black lines) used to study the relationship between rainfall and drainage. Red block marks
southern Africa, which was subdivided into 24 blocks (figs. S1 and S2).

Fig. 2. Perennial drainage density as a function of mean annual rainfall, measured for individual
blocks for the whole of Africa (A) and southern Africa (B). Dashed vertical lines show thresholds of
400 and 1000 mm year–1. Black lines show best linear fits of the combined data sets inside the
intermediate and high rainfall regimes (9).
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CO
2
input into the atmosphere to trace its

long-term effect on climate change. Depend-

ing on how this changes over the years, each

model produces different scenarios depending

on the time-integrated greenhouse gas emissions

(17, 24, 25). Here, we concentrate on a rela-

tively optimistic model that includes the as-

sumption of a timely and effective development

of nonfossil energy supply (the B1 marker

scenario, normalized to the historically ob-

served precipitation in Africa for the 20-year

period from 1979 to 1998) (24, 25). On the ba-

sis of the above model, the mean expected

changes in large-scale precipitation across Afri-

ca in the last quarter of the 21st century are

shown in Fig. 3C.

For further analyses, 30 selected urban and

rural areas in Africa lying in the unstable regime

are located on Fig. 3C and listed in Table 1.

Two-thirds of the data are derived from cities

or towns, because rainfall data are less reliable

in rural Africa and because city or town data

provide reasonable proxies to large surrounding

rural regions. The table shows what percentage

of today_s perennial drainage the area will have
after a specific change in precipitation. Four

scenarios are considered: decrease by 10% and

20% and increase by the same amounts. The

expected scenario (Fig. 3C) is marked with an

asterisk, and some are briefly highlighted below.

Most of southern Africa (including southern

Madagascar) lies in either the unstable or the dry

regime (Fig. 3B), and much of this region is

projected to experience significant losses of

what little drainage it does have (Fig. 3C). Areas

near Cape Town will likely suffer most, losing

more than half their perennial supply. This means

there will be no relief for this drought-stricken

region (27). In addition, the eastern and northern

section of the subregion are projected to ex-

perience strong to moderate decreases in their

water supply. Any such loss in eastern South

Africa would affect the upper reaches of the

Orange River, whose lower reaches are one of

few perennial water supplies in southwestern

Africa. The interior of this region is very dry,

but the Orange River, with its sources in the

east, winds its way through the arid region. This

is a major river, with a mean annual discharge

of over 11,000 km3, making it the fifth largest

river in Africa and one of the 50 largest ones

globally (28). However, there were at least

five instances between 1862 and 1912 (before

any damming schemes) of this river running

dry (29). In 1903 the river stopped flowing

for 2 months, showing that even one of the

continent_s biggest rivers cannot be truly called
perennial. Today, western South Africa is ex-

periencing its biggest drought in over 100 years

(27), and water shortages in central South Africa

in late 2004 led to almost no water being released

from the dams on the Orange River. This caused

the lower reaches of this river, where it forms the

border of Namibia, to reach a very low level.

East Africa_s future looks better, with

increases of drainage density to be expected,

because parts of the region may expect an

increase in rainfall that could even put it into

the wet regime. However, although Somalia_s
supply (Mogadishu) could go up by a factor of

10, this may not significantly increase its drain-

age density (e.g., 10 times very little does not

necessarily translate to floods), and this may

also stretch the limits of interpreting the spatial

detail of the GCM results.

Fig. 3. (A) Graph showing the implications of our rainfall–perennial drainage density model. Black
curve shows what change in perennial drainage would occur in a region if annual precipitation
dropped by 10%. This curve is a function of the annual drainage in the region before the change.
The three colors correspond to the three rainfall regimes, distribution of which is shown in (B). The
two zippers show rainfall ranges where a 10% drop resulted in crossing a threshold. Regions
receiving between 401 and 444 mm year–1 would drop under 400 (from yellow to red in our color
scheme), and those receiving between 1001 and 1111 mm year–1 would go from the green to the
yellow. One of the consequences of the observed relationship between rainfall and drainage is that
a small change in precipitation in a region in the intermediate, unstable regime can cause
substantial changes in the perennial water supply. If, for example, in a region receiving 600 mm
year–1 of rain, the precipitation decreases to 550 mm year–1 (a change of less than 10%),
perennial drainage will be cut by 25%, wheras a change from 500 mm year–1 to 450 mm year–1

would cut the drainage by half. (B) Present rainfall regimes in Africa. Dry areas (receiving not more
than 400 mm year–1) are marked in red. These areas make up 44% of the continent’s total area
(three countries in Africa fall entirely in this region: Egypt, Djibouti, and Saharawi). The
intermediate regime (not more than 1000 mm year–1) is marked in yellow (25% of area; affecting
at least partially 75% of all African countries), and the high rainfall areas are marked in green
(31%). Only the major rivers and lakes have been superimposed on the figure. Not all of these
rivers are perennial. (C) Simplified map of Africa showing expected change in precipitation by the
end of the 21st century on the basis of the composite of 21 leading fully coupled GCMs adapted by
the IPCC for forecasting purposes (14, 24). Here, 10% change contours have been used to simplify the
figure; the original models are considerably more detailed. Numbers 1 to 30 are selected positions
throughout Africa where we have calculated the expected changes in perennial drainage density (Table 1).
Points 1 to 20 correspond to urban areas, whereas 21 to 30 represent rural areas. (D) International
borders in Africa. Of all inland boundaries, rivers form 33% (blue), with another 6% made up by
watersheds (red). These river-related borders apply to 39 of the 48 (i.e., 81%) countries on Africa’s
mainland. Arbitrary inland borders are shown in gray stipples, and the coastline in green.
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A third major unstable area, visible in Fig.

3B, is the east-west band stretching from

Senegal to Sudan, separating the dry Sahara

from wet Central Africa. This band might look

unsubstantial, but it crosses a number of im-

portant water bodies, such as the Sudd swamps

in the Nile Basin, Lake Chad (which has now

shrunk to 10% of its size in 1963), and the

Niger River on either side of its inland delta

(30). The predicted evolution of the southern

boundary of the Sahara in west Africa appears

complex: The desert_s limit should move

northward in Chad and Niger, but farther west

(Burkina Faso and Mali) the desert will con-

tinue to spread south. Although this relies on

the finer spatial details of the GCMs, none of

the IPCC models predicts enough rainfall

change to suggest perennial river networks in

the Sahara this century or to have any direct

effect on Central and West Africa in the wet

regime.

Although water storage and management

systems in most large cities can be reengineered

to cope with most changes in runoff regimes, the

results of this study provide African states with

an opportunity to focus adaptation responses

on those rural areas where the risk of loss of

perennial water is high and more likely to create

scarcity. But water can also be a source of in-

ternational conflict. River channels and basin

watersheds frequently demarcate international

boundaries; in Africa they make up almost 40%

of these borders (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, all ma-

jor African rivers traverse international bound-

aries. To what extent reduced flow in major

rivers reflects direct changes in rainfall-runoff

discharge and groundwater flow, rather than

reduced perennial drainage as suggested here,

requires further study. However, our results in-

dicate that future access to water, especially in

rural areas that depend on low-order streams for

surface supply, needs to be seriously addressed

by countries that share river basins and that the

ability to estimate the future water supply, like

this study does, is an essential requirement for

water basin management throughout the African

continent.
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Kaposi’s Sarcoma–Associated
Herpesvirus Fusion-Entry Receptor:
Cystine Transporter xCT
Johnan A. R. Kaleeba and Edward A. Berger*

Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV, human herpesvirus 8) is the causative agent of
Kaposi’s sarcoma and other lymphoproliferative syndromes often associated with HIV/AIDS.
Functional complementary DNA selection for a receptor mediating KSHV cell fusion identified xCT,
the 12-transmembrane light chain of the human cystine/glutamate exchange transporter system xc

–.
Expression of recombinant xCT rendered otherwise not susceptible target cells permissive for both
KSHV cell fusion and virion entry. Antibodies against xCT blocked KSHV fusion and entry with
naturally permissive target cells. KSHV target cell permissiveness correlated closely with endogenous
expression of xCT messenger RNA and protein in diverse human and nonhuman cell types.

K
SHV is etiologically linked to Kaposi_s
sarcoma and other lymphoproliferative

syndromes that occur more frequently

in immunocompromised individuals, including

those with HIV/AIDS (1). Entry of herpesviruses

into host cells generally occurs via attachment

to the cell surface, followed by direct fusion

between the virion and target cell plasma mem-

branes; alternative routes involving receptor-

mediated endocytosis have been reported in

some cases (2). KSHV can infect a broad range

of adherent cell types of different species and

tissue lineages in vitro, which indicates broad

distribution of the host cell components asso-

ciated with virus entry; however, the outcome is

almost always latency rather than productive

infection (3). Cells expressing recombinant

KSHV glycoproteins undergo cell fusion (4);

this provides support for a direct fusion entry

mechanism. Consistent with these infectivity and

fusion studies, we have found that a wide range

of cell types from diverse tissues and species are

permissive for KSHV glycoprotein–mediated

cell fusion and virion entry (5); we hypothesized

that these processes require a specific KSHV

fusion-entry receptor(s) on the target cell surface,

distinct from molecules previously implicated in

the attachment and entry process.

For KSHV receptor identification, we adapted

a vaccinia-based cell fusion assay in which

Beffector[ cells expressing surface viral glyco-

protein(s) (and infected with a recombinant

vaccinia virus encoding bacteriophage T7 RNA

polymerase) were mixed with Btarget[ cells

expressing the relevant surface receptor(s) (and

containing theEscherichia coli LacZ gene linked

to the T7 promoter, introduced by plasmid

transfection or recombinant vaccinia virus infec-

tion); b-galactosidase (b-gal) activity provides a

quantitative measure of cell fusion (6). Our

functional strategy for KSHV receptor iden-

tification (7) made no assumptions about the

specific viral or cellular molecules involved but,

instead, relied on the notion that a receptor-

encoding cDNA within a library derived from a

fusion-permissive cell line would confer fusion

susceptibility to an otherwise nonpermissive tar-

get cell; use of a selectable reporter would en-

able enrichment of the fused cells containing the

desired cDNA. As KSHV nonpermissive fusion

targets, F515 or NIH 3T3 murine fibroblasts

were transfected with plasmid pJK7-T7Beacon

containing the T7 promoter linked to a tripartite

reporter cassette encoding surface epitope tags

from influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) and

Myc, plus cytoplasmic enhanced green fluores-

cence protein (EGFP) (fig. S1A). The targets

were also infected with Mel-dT2 (fig. S1B), a
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